In recent years, a microfluidic device such as a microchannel is very effective for particles handling and widely used in many industrial processes; in chemical reactor, exchanger and cooling process system. The measurement of the micro particles concentration distribution in the microchannel is beneficial and necessary to enhance the efficiency of the separation process. An issue got much attention to measure the particles concentration distribution near the microchannel wall because particles concentration distribution is heterogeneous in a cross-section and unsteady in a time [1] . The tendency of the particles concentration near the microchannel wall is called Serge-Silberberg phenomenon [2] .
The measurement of the heterogeneous particles concentration in a dense particle flow in the microchannel is difficult to define rigidly over a small change of the particles concentration in the time. Many prior researchers used a micro laser and micro-PIV technique to measure and visualize the particles concentration distribution; however it is only acceptable for dilute particle flow. The capacitance measurement system shows a possibility to overcome the drawback of the particles concentration flow limitation to accomplish the measurement of the particles concentration based on the cross-sectional capacitance at very accurate measurement into the femto-farad-order, 10 -15 and at mile-second-order, 10 -3 of high speed for a temporal transition.
The prior study on the capacitance measurement at the accurate order is achieved by Yang et al. [3] who
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invented a charge/discharge circuit switches to control charge transfer into a pico-farad-order, 10 -12 . Ranganathan [4] designed a sub femto-farad-order of the capacitive sensing by using a delta modulation and correlated double sampling for a large-scale particle flow.
Caniére et al. [5] designed a capacitance sensor in a small-diameter tube with 9.0 mm inner diameter to identify the horizontal of micro particles flow. Huang et al. [6] improved Caniére's study by conducted an experiment by using the capacitance sensor with smaller inner diameter tube range from 1.8 to 4.0 mm. York et al. [7] integrated a capacitance sensor with two coplanar electrodes to investigate the particles concentration distribution in a microchannel. Though, the details studies on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement with more than two sensor electrodes are not well studied in a microchannel.
Recently, one author, Choi et al. [8] fabricated an innovative microchannel with 12 embedded sensor electrodes to measure the particles concentration distribution in the microchannel. However, none of the aforementioned previous studies investigated the temporal transition on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement of the micro particle flow near the microchannel wall by using the accurate capacitance measurement system. Therefore, in this study, we apply the very accurate femto-farad-order measurement in the cross-sectional capacitance in the microchannel with 12 embedded sensor electrodes. The objective of this study is to determine the particles concentration distribution near the microchannel wall based on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement at eight adjacent electrode pairs at the cross-section V; at near the microchannel outlets.
Concept of femto-farad-order measurement in the cross-sectional capacitance 2.1. Immune from stray capacitance effects
The most challenging in the measurement of the cross-sectional capacitance is to measure the small different capacitance between two electrode pairs which having a big and non-stable standing of a stray capacitance effect. The cross-sectional capacitance measurement at each sensor electrode pair is larger than the actual value since an additional amount of the current is determined from two sensor electrodes [9] .
In the measurement of 12 sensor electrodes, initially, electrode 1 is acted as a source electrode and electrode 2 to 12 is acted as a detector electrode. For example, when the electrical circuit measured the cross-sectional capacitance between two sensor electrodes such as electrode pair 1-2, the others ten electrodes are discharged to the earthed potential and switch.
However, the connection of the electrode pair 1 and 12 is not discharged to the earthed potential, and a stationary electric field from the electrode 12 is moved to the electrode 1. This condition would contribute to the stray capacitance effect. Moreover, the undesirable stray capacitance effect could come from the electrical circuit and wires measurement system [10] .
Therefore, in this study, the accurate capacitance measurement system is uniquely designed which able to reduce and eliminated the stray capacitance effect. Many conventional methods are approach to reduce the stray capacitance effect and influence. The requirement of the electrical circuit should measure only the cross-sectional capacitance of the selected electrode pairs, insensitive and immune to the stray capacitance effect.
Methods to reduce stray capacitance effect
Typically, the stray capacitance effect is inherently connected from the sensor electrode to a ground [11] . The stray capacitance is not solidly connected, but it is innate to all sensor electrodes. The approach to eliminate the stray capacitance effect is by putting a ground trace between two sensor trace and the stray capacitance will move to the ground rather than to other sensor electrode. The ground traces plane acts as a common reference voltage, provides shielding and enables heat dissipation used to reduce the stray capacitance [12] . Another option is by putting a guard ring to prevent the stray capacitance effect from entering the sensitive sensor electrode [13] .
In addition, the electric circuit is chosen to operate at low internal impedance to ensure all detector 
electrodes are always held close to the ground potential. As the source electrode is held at a fixed potential, the electric field will not respond to any capacitance between the individual sensor electrode and ground. The reduction of the stray capacitance is possible by reconstructed the pin connector with the coaxial cable. The components connected to the pin connector should be placed as close as possible to the amplifier to keep the connecting signal traces short. The stray capacitance effect from the coaxial cable can be reduced by increased the excitation frequency.
In addition, removing the ground plane below the pin connector is potential to decrease the stray capacitance effect because this pin connector is most sensitive to the stray capacitance. If the amplifier is used in the inverting mode, the stray capacitance effect is minimized as it biased by a fixed potential.
Moreover, the sensitive of the accurate capacitance measurement is depended on the efficient of the electrical circuit to compensate from the stray capacitance effect by using a charge amplifier compensation circuit [14] . The charge amplifier compensation circuit is controlled by choosing an appropriate feedback resistor and capacitor for charge amplifier.
By using an excitation amplifier at low output impedance and switches with small resistance, thus the stray capacitance is minimized. The amplifier with low noise is used for high speed measurement and the stray insensitive circuit topologies is applied to preserve switchable terminals at the sensor electrode at low output of voltage sources and virtual grounds [15] to reduce the stray capacitance effect.
Besides, the stray capacitance effect is abridged by increased the distance between the sensor electrode and used short wires or cables to minimize the area or used low permittivity cables. Furthermore, the stray capacitance effect and residual inductance inherent to the cables, electrical leads, and other portions of the electrical circuit is directly contributed to the signal loss and making the total of the stray capacitance effect is around 150pF [16] .
Therefore, for high sensitivity and stray immune in the capacitance measurement, these methods are implied in the accurate capacitance measurement system to achieve high accuracy measurement. Fig. 1 shows the experiment set up, consists of two micro pumps, microchannel with five cross-sections, high speed multiplexer (switch), accurate capacitance measurement system and a high performance of computer. Two micro pumps (IC3100 [KDS100], KD Scientific, USA) are used to control a flow rate of microchannel inlets. The microchannel is consisted of two inlets and two outlets, five cross-sections, 12 sensor electrodes, silica substrate and glove. The 12 sensor electrodes are embedding at each cross-section as a guarding electrode. One of the authors, Choi fabricated the innovative microchannel by using micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) technology. In-depth information of the microchannel fabrication can be obtained from Choi et al. [8] . The multiplexer (PTL 34901, Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA) charges a frequency and voltage to a switch. The capacitance measurement system (PTL 300E, Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA) measured the cross-sectional capacitance between the connected electrode and send the cross-sectional capacitance measurement to the computer.
Experimental 3.1. Experimental set up

Experimental conditions and methods
In this study, the cross-sectional microchannel is in a diamond shape groove, as shows in Fig. 2 
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accuracy of the cross-sectional microchannel to determine the particles concentration distribution at the cross-section microchannel.
Fig.2
Cross-sectional microchannel in a diamond shape groove. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the microchannel in three dimensional view, the configuration of sensor electrode and the position of the cross-section in the microchannel. Fig. 3 shows the position of five cross-sections microchannel, the dimension of the diamond shape of the cross-sectional microchannel and configuration of the sensor electrodes. The height of the diamond shape groove is 800 m in y-axis and the width is 700 μm in x-axis.
The material of the sensor electrode is platinum with 200 m width and 0.25 m thickness. The sensor electrode is bonded on the silica substrate, and the relative permittivity of silica substrate is 11.68. The contact angle on the silica substrate is 20-30º [17] and 45º on the platinum sensor electrode. To investigate the temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance of two different dielectric materials, deionized water and polystyrene particles are used. Fig. 4 shows the polystyrene particles in a spherical shape and particles solution; used in this experiment. The mean diameter of the particle, D p is 2.0 μm with 1.05gcm -3 density; close to the density of deionized water. The initial volume of the particle volume fraction, <1-ϕ> is diluted in deionized water to about 10%. The relative permittivity of polystyrene particles, ε p and deionized water, ε L is 2.5 and 15.0 respectively. The dynamic flow viscosity is 1.0x10 -3 Pa.s and the flow rate of the microchannel inlets is 1.0x10 -3 mLs -1 . The flow Reynolds number, Re L is 0.8 with the averaged flow velocity, V p is 2.0 x10 -4 ms -1 .
Each cross-section in the diamond shape groove is used for the fluid flowing of the microchannel flow. The length of the microchannel from the inlets to the outlets is 20 mm, and the distance between each cross-section is 5 mm in the z-axis. In this study, the temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance is measured and focused at cross-section V, at near the microchannel outlets.
The origin of the cross-sectional measurement is set at the position when both of the inlets A and B are encountered at one streamline as shows in Fig. 5 (a) . The location of the measuring point is at the cross-section V; at near the outlets where is located at z = 20 mm from the origin position.
To measure the transition of the cross-sectional capacitance, deionized water and particles solution is injected separately through inlets A and B. First, the experiment is carried out by injected with deionized water statically through the microchannel inlets by using micro pumps. Subsequently, 10% of particles 
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solution is injected through the microchannel inlets. The capacitance measurement system measured the cross-sectional capacitance variations from the reference condition of the microchannel filled with air. Initially, the condition in the microchannel flow when the deionized water injected is only single-phase flow and after the particles solution is injected into the microchannel; the condition of the microchannel flow became two-phase flow.
The cross-sectional capacitance is measured at eight adjacent electrode pairs, at electrode pair 1-2, 2-3, 4-5, 5-6, 7-8, 8-9, 10-11, and 11-12 as shows in Fig. 5 (b) . The capacitance measurement at the adjacent electrode is the cross-sectional capacitance measurement at the nearest to the microchannel wall compare to other electrode pair and the distance of the adjacent electrode pair, d is 141.42 m.
The time measurement, T for measured the full frame of the cross-sectional capacitance is 15,000ms and the cross-sectional capacitance is repeated in ten deviation times. The sampling data in the full frame measurement, N is 15 samples with the time interval between each measurement, ∆t is 1,000 ms.
Capacitance measurement system
The accurate capacitance measurement system consists of capacitance electrodes and a capacitance measurement unit (CMU). The capacitance electrode is connected to the microchannel electrode; used to sense a variation in the cross-sectional capacitance measurement for different inlets condition.
The CMU is a main component used to convert the cross-sectional capacitance measurement variations to a voltage signal and transmit the signals to the computer for data display, storage and analysis. The CMU`s electrical circuit is designed to provide a high sensitivity to resolve in a small change of the cross-sectional capacitance and high insensitive to the stray capacitance effect.
The basic principle measurement in the electrical circuit is one electrode is excited and the remaining electrodes are function as the detector electrode. The detector electrode is connected to the virtual ground terminal and remains at zero potential. Subsequently, the voltage potential of each remaining electrodes is measured by the CMU one at time [18] .
Initially, the electrode 1 is selected as the source electrode and electrode 2 to 12 is act as the detector electrode. The cross-sectional capacitance between electrode pair 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 to 1-12 are measured simultaneously and other electrodes are discharge to the earthed potential and switch as shows in Fig. 6 . The electrode 2 to 12 is connected with a channel whereas electrode 1 is connected to CMOS switches for performing charge/discharge function circuit.
The charge/discharge circuit controls the signal of the sensor electrodes. The parallel measurements are independent because the cross-sectional capacitance is determined from the charge/discharge currents through the detector electrodes and held at virtual earth potential [14] . !"#$%&'()45 6789ab*+),-./01234'5 6#70894: ; < = > ?@ABcC5' 
0123456789abc d e f f a 9!"#$%&'(a )*%+,-5b01'./70 9ab c d 0512534567892:a;< 34=>2?@9A!B78C&2DE0F GHIJK%+,-LMFG0Na9OP 8QRST78C&C*9!U%+, -LMV 9ab0`3I02J S¤0c f 134K0Ra93789L¹# ìaeMNO;P5±b88 9 a cd 5H bS¤0QRóô078\bp¡¬ae1W b010Sb The integration time of the electrical circuit is 25s and ultimately determines the maximum of the frame capture rate. A finite time is taken to capture a full frame of data measurement. Generally, for eight sensor electrodes, the integration time is 8x25=200s, corresponding to frame rate to about 5000fps [17] . Therefore, for 12 sensor electrodes, the integration time becomes 12x25=300s, corresponding to a frame rate of 3333fps. When the measurement of a complete frame of the cross-sectional capacitance is sampled, they are normalized and resorted into the form of a matrix in the control computer.
Experimental results 4.1. Calibration measurement
The temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance of two dielectric materials are measured at cross-section V; at near the microchannel outlets. This temporal transition is related to the condition when different dielectric material; in this case, the particles solution is injected into the microchannel where the only content is a single-phase flow. Initially, the capacitance measurement system measured the cross-sectional capacitance for the individual material injection separately. Fig. 7 shows the calibration of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement for the individual injection of deionized water and particles at adjacent electrode pair 1-2 at cross-section V. The horizontal axis is the calibration of the cross-sectional capacitance of deionized water and particles injection separately and the vertical axis is the time measurement for capture the full frame of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement. Fig.7 Static calibration measurement of the cross-sectional capacitance for deionized water and particle separately.
The calibration measurement of the cross-sectional capacitance for deionized water is between 1,080 to 1,090ft with the time averaged of the calibration cross-sectional capacitance measurement is 1,085ft while the calibration for particles is between 1,055 to 1,067ft with the time averaged of the calibration cross-sectional capacitance measurement is 1,061ft.
The standard deviation of the calibration in the cross-sectional capacitance measurement, S N is calculated by using Eq. (1) with the sample of the calibration cross-sectional capacitance measurement, N is 31 samples in 30,000 ms time measurement, C i-j is the cross-sectional capacitance measurement in a time space, and C i-j is the time averaged of the cross-sectional capacitance. The time averaged is calculated in ten deviation times of each material injection. The standard deviation for deionized water, S NL is 0.00015 and for particles, S NP is 0.000166.
The cross-sectional capacitance measurement of deionized water is much higher than particles due to the relative permittivity of deionized water is slightly higher than polystyrene particles. It is because the cross-sectional capacitance measurement is depended on the relative permittivity of the dielectric material injection.
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capacitance, C i-j with the relative permittivity of the dielectric material, ε i-j and the distance between two adjacent electrodes pair, d is expressed as shows in the Eq. (2). The distance of the adjacent electrode pair, d is 141.42 m and the area of sensor electrode, A is 5.0x10 -11 m 2 . Fig. 8 shows the cross-sectional capacitance measurement at eight adjacent electrode pairs at cross-section V. In this study, the temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement for deionized water and particles injection is divided into three ranges. In this case, the first cross-sectional capacitance measurements range in the Fig. 8 (a) is a condition when high dielectric material is injected into the microchannel flow, subsequent the second range in Fig. 8 (b) is a condition when a different dielectric material is injected into the microchannel flow either higher or lower dielectric materials than the material present in the flow system. Here, a lower dielectric material; polystyrene particles solution is injected into the microchannel flow.
Temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement
During this time, two-phase of solid-liquid flow is present in the microchannel flow. The cross-sectional capacitance is gradually decreased because of the low dielectric material; after the particle is injected into the microchannel. The latter ranges in the Fig. 8 (c) is a condition when most of the particles are presumed heterogeneous, concentrated and keep moving in the microchannel flow before dispersed out through the microchannel outlets. The cross-sectional capacitance measurement for deionized water injection in the range Fig. 8 (a) is almost steady at all adjacent electrode pairs since the cross-sectional capacitance measurement for deionized water is independent with the time measurement and slightly much higher than particles solution. After the particles solution is injected into the microchannel, the cross-sectional capacitance is gradually decreased due to lower relative permittivity of the particles than deionized water. Consequently, the particles slowly moving and distributed around in the microchannel flow.
The cross-sectional capacitance measurement is decreased after the temporal 7,000ms because at this time, the particles solution is injected through the microchannel inlets. The temporal transition of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement is shows at the transition time, between 7,000 and 8,000ms.
During the temporal transition, the particles are slowly well-mixed in the deionized water gradually migrated and concentrated in the microchannel flow, before reach at an equilibrium position at near the microchannel wall. The previous study on the particles migration in the microchannel is reported that particle is migrated to reach at the equilibrium position at 0.5R where R is the microchannel radius to move near the microchannel wall [2, [18] [19] .
Even though the differential in the temporally transitional cross-sectional capacitance measurement is moderately too small, about 15-25fF however, this small changed and differential can be measured by the accurate femto-farad-order of the capacitance measurement system. The experiment result on the temporally transitional cross-sectional capacitance measurement is verified with the static calibration measurement because the differential between the individual injection of the cross-sectional capacitance 
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measurement for particle and deionized water is 17-30fF.
From the experimental results, it is observed the temporally transitional cross-sectional capacitance measurement is inversely proportional with the time measurements gradually decreased with the time measurement. Through the temporal time transition, the particles are kept moving and distributed in the microchannel flow before remains stable and concentrated at the equilibrium position.
However, the capacitance measurement is not keep decreasing but remains stable after time measurement 13,000 ms. At this time, the particles are presumed well-mixed in the deionized water and reach the equilibrium position before dispersed out through the microchannel outlets.
Discussions 5.1. Particle flow velocity and electric field area
The particles concentration distribution in the solid-liquid flow is influenced by how much the particles are transported and migrated. The particles migration can be expressed via the particles velocity under the electric field area generated by the sensor electrode. The physical characteristic of the particles concentration distribution in the solid-liquid phase flow is usually analyzed as a dimensionless number. Reynolds number (Re) is used to interpret the inertial and viscous effect of particles in the microchannel flow which is the ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces.
In the microchannel flow, generally the aspect ratio, α; the ratio of the microchannel height to the width and the Re is small, less than 0.1; therefore, laminar flow is expected and no turbulent flow occurred. The fully developed of the laminar flow is known as a Hagen-Poiseuille flow. The velocity profile of the fully developed of the laminar flow is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. The Navier-Stokes equations and the Hagen-Poiseuille parabolic profile is extensively used to approximate the particles velocity profile in the solid-liquid flow [20] .
The two adjacent electrode pairs are conveyed a charge of the electric field during the cross-sectional capacitance measurement. The particles velocity under the electric field area at the adjacent electrode pair; for example, at electrode pair 1-2 is assumed to be measured as in the cyclical of two closed circles as shows in Fig.9 .
The external radius of the electric field area, R is 70.96 m and the internal radius; r is 70.71 m with the differential of two radiuses is 0.25 m. The electric field area of the particles concentration distribution flow under the cyclical electrical field area is 2.78x10 -11 m 2 and the averaged particles velocity, V p is 2.0x10 -4 ms -1 . Fig.9 Schematic diagram of the cross-sectional electric field area.
Particle volume fraction calculation based on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement
From the cross-sectional capacitance measurement, the particles concentration in the solid-liquid flow at near the microchannel wall can be determined. The determination on the particle volume fraction at near the microchannel wall is expressed as the tendency and how much the particles are migrated and transported at each electrode pair near the outlets. Based on the phenomena of the particles migration induced by the inertial lift force and the velocity profile, the particles concentration distribution in terms of the particle volume fraction is calculated. Theoretically, the particle volume fraction is the ratio of the volume occupied by the particles to the total volume in the microchannel flow. The particles volume fraction calculation shows the volume of the particles concentrated under the electric area.
Many models are accessible to calculate the particle volume fraction in the solid-liquid flow in the microchannel. Maxwell's model [21] is widely used to calculate the particle volume fraction based on the 0123456789abc d e f f a 9!"#$%&'(a )*%+,-5b01'./70 9ab c d 0512534567892:a;< 34=>2?@9A!B78C&2DE0F GHIJK%+,-LMFG0Na9OP 8QRST78C&C*9!U%+, -LMV 9ab0`3I02J S¤0c f 134K0Ra93789L¹# ìaeMNO;P5±b88 9 a cd 5H bS¤0QRóô078\bp¡¬ae1W b010Sb 
cross-sectional capacitance measurement and the permittivity distribution. The Maxwell model is derived from the self-consistent model by solving the Laplace equation.
The Maxwell model is acceptable to apply for any ideal situation of particles as long as the flow system accomplished the Maxwell model assumption; only valid for a small value of dielectric voidage and the permittivity ratio of particles to deionized water, ε P /ε L is less than 10. By rearranged and modified the Maxwell model, the excellent agreement of the relationship between the particle volume fraction and the permittivity of deionized water and particles is shows in the Eq. (3).
The particle volume fraction, (1-ϕ) is depended on the calculated effective permittivity distribution, ε m, i-j and the real permittivity of particles, ε P and deionized water, ε L . The effective permittivity distribution at the adjacent electrode pair is calculated from Eq. (2) by considers the differential between the cross-sectional capacitance measurement of the deionized water and particles. The effective permittivity distribution is the actual permittivity distribution at each electrode pair without the stray capacitance effect.
The real permittivity of particles, ε P and deionized water, ε L is calculated by the ratio of the relative permittivity of the dielectric material (ε P = 2.55 and ε L = 15) to the permittivity in a vacuum condition (ε 0 = 8.85x10 -12 Fm -1 ). Therefore, the real permittivity of particles, ε P and deionized water, ε L is 2.21x10 -7 Fm -1 and 1.33x10 -6 Fm -1 respectively. Fig. 10 shows the particle volume fraction at eight adjacent electrode pairs based on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement. The horizontal axis is the calculation of the particle volume fraction using the Eq. (3) and the permittivity distribution is calculated based on the time averaged of the cross-sectional measurement; calculated in ten deviation times, and the vertical axis is the time measurement of the cross-sectional capacitance measurement.
The particle volume fraction range from zero to 0.1 where zero values mean, only a single-phase of deionized water is present in the microchannel flow while 0.1 value means the particles in the solid-liquid flow is nearly concentrated and dominant near the microchannel wall. It shows the particle volume fraction is proportional with the time measurement when the polystyrene particles solution is injected into the microchannel flow. From the Fig. 10 , at the initial measurement, the particle volume fraction is remained at zero values because of the only deionized water is content in the microchannel flow and abruptly gradually increased at the temporal transition time at 7,000 ms because the present of particles in the microchannel flow. The particles slowly injected and formerly moved and transported during the temporal transition and before reach the equilibrium position. It shows the particles are migrated during the temporal transition from the origin position to the measuring point at near the microchannel outlets. Fig. 11 shows an example of the relationship of the particle volume fraction with the cross-sectional capacitance measurement at the adjacent electrode pair 1-2. The horizontal axis is the calculation of the particle volume fraction, and the vertical axis is the 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
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cross-sectional capacitance measurement at the adjacent electrode pair 1-2. It shows the particle volume fraction is in the inverse proportional with the cross-sectional capacitance measurement when the lower dielectric material is injected into the microchannel flow. Fig.11 Relationship between the particle volume fractions with the cross-sectional capacitance.
As the cross-sectional capacitance measurement is increased, the particles volume fraction is decreased. It shows the particle volume fraction is depended on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement, and the cross-sectional capacitance measurement is depended on the low or high of dielectric material. When the higher dielectric material than deionized water is injected into the microchannel, the cross-sectional capacitance is increased and vice versa.
By analyzing the particle volume fraction based on the cross-sectional capacitance measurement, it is revealed the particles migration markedly occurs even at low Re in the microchannel flow, due to small-scale effect. The particles equilibrium position is obtained as a function of Re, and the critical Re is at the particles equilibrium position starts to increase at near the microchannel wall.
In addition, the mechanism on the attracting of the particles migration to move near the microchannel wall is based on the curvature of the velocity profile and the particles are assumed to move with an angular velocity [22] . The neutrally buoyant particles move parallel to the streamlines when the fluid velocity relative to the particles is larger on the microchannel wall than at the center microchannel. Fig. 12 shows the schematic diagram of the curvature velocity profile and the coordinate system with the microchannel width, w in y-axis and microchannel height, h in x-axis direction. The basic principle for pressure drove in the microchannel laminar flow for no-slip boundary condition is the liquid flow velocity at the microchannel wall must be zero [23] . This condition produces a parabolic velocity profile within the microchannel flow and shows the significant implications in the particles transported and migrated in the microchannel. In this study, the silica substrate bonded between sensor electrodes are a hydrophilic glass, therefore the slip on the silica substrate can be neglected [16, 20] and amounting to no-slip condition. Thus, the flow velocity in contact with the particles surfaces typically is equals to the velocity of surface-zero.
The parabolic velocity profile likewise contributes to the shear induced inertial lift force; drives the particles away from the center streamline toward the microchannel wall. As the particles are migrated closer to the microchannel wall, the asymmetric wakes induced around the particles generate a wall induced inertial lift force and driving the particles away from the microchannel wall [22] .
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